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2021 

M. Sc. 

2nd Semester Examination 

PHYSICS 

PAPER – PHS 296 (PRACTICAL ADVANCE I) 

Full Marks : 50 

Time : 2 Hours 

1st Half 

Answer any One from of the following questions  
Instruction: 

The questions are of equal value for any paper. Candidates are required to give their answer in 

their own words  
 

1.   Determine the e/m of electron using Magnetron Valve. Fixed three anode voltages and  

      take readings for magnetizing currents and a for anode currents for each anode voltages. 

    a. Working formula with interpretation / theoretical explanation. 

    b. Schematic circuit diagrams.     

    c. Discussion. 

 

2.  Determine the resolving time of GM counting system. Take reading for applied voltage  

     between two electrodes versus counting rate (considering mean of two sequential readings 

     for a particular voltage) of GM tube without source and with source (for two sources).  

     Draw a pattern graph between applied voltages vs. resolving time. 

    a. Working formula with interpretation / theoretical explanation. 

    b. Schematic circuit diagrams.     

    c. Discussion. 

 

   3.    Measure the excitation potential of ARGON using the Frank-Hertz method and verify 

          the   discrete energy levels of atomic system by bombarding electrons. 

a. Working formula with interpretation / theoretical explanation.   

b. Schematic circuit diagrams.  

c.   Draw the pattern graph relating this 

d. Write the approximate value of excitation potential of Argon. 
               

   4.   Study the characteristics of a GM tube and thereby determine the lower and upper  

         threshold  voltage, plateau length and percentage slope.  

Take readings for applied voltage between two electrodes vs. counting rate (considering mean 

of four sequential readings for a particular voltage) of GM tube without source and with 

source and draw graph for the same.  

Supplied radioactive substance:  Cs137. 
 
a.         Working formula with interpretation / theoretical explanation.   

           b.       Schematic circuit diagrams.  
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  5.   Determine the Plank’s constant and work function of materials by photoelectric effect  

        with   five different color filter.  

   Draw the I-V curves for 
i) Two different colors 
ii) Two different intensity of a particular color. 

        Verify intensity square law for one color. 
       a.         Working formula with interpretation / theoretical explanation.   

                b.       Schematic circuit diagrams.  
 

 6.      Determine the wavelength of laser light using Michelson interferometer and also  

         determine   the R.I. of a given glass material using Michelson interferometer. 
       a.         Working formula with interpretation / theoretical explanation.   

                b.       Schematic circuit diagrams.  
 

 


